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About This Game

Terroir is a 3D tile-based tycoon game where you manage your very own vineyard. In Terroir, you grow a variety of different
grape varietals, craft your wine, and expand and manage your Estate. You'll also have to deal with factors such as weather and

random events, which can either make or break your business.

Features

Some of the game's features and mechanics include:

 Choose from a selection of different grape varieties, each with their own demands.

 Dynamic weather system reflecting the unpredictability of real world climate.

 Each complete playthrough lasts 60 in-game years, but Players can continue playing without contributing to their final
score.

 Craft wine through the game's 4 winemaking processes: Crushing, Fermentation, Pressing and Ageing. Each type of
grape needs to be crafted a certain way to achieve the best results, so you'll have to learn and master each one.

 Start out with a single planting tile, then expand your Estate to up to 33 tiles, using 6 different tile types. Some tiles
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affect the ones around it, so placement is key.

 Customize your estate with ambient items.

 CHANCE & CIRCUMSTANCE: Terroir's random event and mission system. Players can open the Mystery Box and
choose between CHANCE (a random event that could either have a positive or undesirable outcome) or
CIRCUMSTANCE (a mission that a Player completes for rewards, or gets penalized for failing).

 Join Wine Awards for a chance to earn bonuses to your wine's value and your Estate's renown.

 Clean, minimalist design and gorgeous low-poly 3D models.

 Original soundtrack composed and performed by Singapore's CLARQuinet ensemble.

Put on your field gloves, grab a pair of pruning shears and build your Chateau literally from the ground up. Good luck, and
cheers!
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I cant play this game .. TOO SCARY! :(. I got sucked in for a good couple of hours. Lost track of time now I'm running late for
a big family get together! Really fun and got the hang of it after being pretty awful to begin with. Starting to get to grips with
serving and even managing to hit some good clean winners. Can beat the AI on easy and medium is pretty competitive so I do
feel I'm getting better the more time I put in to it.

Would really love some haptic feedback so you can feel the ball off your bat. Also this game so needs online multiplayer. Love
to play against a human ;)

No real complaints though, this is a must buy for table tennis fans. Or if you are looking for a good. Fun VR game go grab it..
The only good thing about this game is the fact that I didn't pay anything for it!. As a big fan of both the books and show, I love
this game. There is a consequence to every action in the game, and it turned out to be more of a challenge with endless options..
This little visual novel, 'Banyu Lintar Angin', warmed my heart. You don't need diologue to understand the illustrations and I
prefer the simplicity.

The illustrations of the three siblings are very adorable as you see their memories living together. Even though it's short, I really
enjoyed this visual novel. The music and how well-put together the illustrations were, is amazing. I reccommend checking out
this special jem!. A two seater Multicrew must have experience por everyone with VR. Besides being a flight school of its own.
. A good start to a first person shooter. A few little bugs to iron out but apart from that some good gameplay. Can get a bit dark
at times (ie. Not a lot of light to see stuff). Not a fan of this style of game but found myself wanting to play for longer. Thumbs
up from me.. Gravel is definately a mixed bag. It's fun in short spurts, and I guess that's what developer Milestone was going for.
It's reminicent of the 80's arcade classics, and that's pretty cool. I was definately expecting better graphics, and was unpleasantly
surprised how mediocre they were. The sounds are just plain awful. It's really difficult to hear your own cars engine, and tell
when it's time to shift. The on screen tach is so washed out that it doesn't help much either. The physics are what you would
expect, nothing overly complicated, and more fun with all assists turned off. The game suffers from an occasional stutter and
the typical bugs you'd expect to find in every Milestone title. I tried setting up a wheel, and gave up. I'm sure the game was
designed for a controller anyway. In the end I would say to wait for Gravel to go on sale, maybe 15 bucks, around there. 50
bucks? No way!!. It's an interactive fiction that uses a lot of text. To enjoy this game, reading long descriptions of areas and
actions and participating in lengthy conversations needs to be fun for you. If you think this sounds boring, you should probably
avoid this game. So I assume that if you're reading these reviews, you're actually interested in this niche genre.

There are two core fantasies that ICY sink into. The post-apocalyptic survival serves as the core of the mechanics and lore,
while the community building builds the plot and allows you to role-play quite a bit. You can make choices in the game,
though most of them seem to have a single, perfect solution (often hidden by specific skill levels, such as Speechcraft) and you
can sometimes see that many dialogue choices that you make are purely cosmetic, but if you like to role-play your character (I
surely do), it won't be a problem for you. Nearby the end of the game, you can also make very significant decisions affecting the
game's ending, and that's always a lot of fun.

The main problem I have with ICY is the division of the gameplay and the story. It's a very subjective issue, Some people, for
example, could say that the prologue is rather slow and you need to wait for "the good stuff" to happen. For me, the prologue is
the strongest part of the game. The stage and actors are slowly set up, you can role-play and experience what the exploration of
the wilderness is like. When the game begins, all the parts of the survival process are a fun adventure - hunting, scavenging,
seeing the passage of time and how it affects your daily routine. But later on it all becomes replaced with the automated actions.
You no longer walk among the forest to look for a deer which you could take down from your bow, you just reach the foresty-
greeny part of the map, click on the icon and loot the resources, sometimes with an additional encounter to spice things up.

In the early stages of the game this automation was still supported with my imagination, but when I scavenged through dozens of
constantly respawning areas and saw all the negative and positive encounters, I was getting more and more detached. I was
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playing on the "normal" difficulty and I quickly realized that since my character is pretty good at 3 survival abilities
(exploration, scavenging and hunting), walking in the wilderness was making me constantly stronger. I was finding plenty of
food (that allows you to explore more), medicine (that allows you to heal yourself after fights and negative encounters), weapons
and armors (which made me stronger), treasures and crafting trinkets (which allowed me to become quite rich). As in many
RPGs, during this game I had most fun when I was struggling to survive, but once I realized that there's no real time pressure
and I can stay alive endlessly, the tension significantly dropped.

I no longer had to enter the nearby cities to resupply and keep myself safe. I had to go there to look for quests (both related to
the main plot and the sidequests), but not because the game's mechanics were pushing me to do so. Something in here doesn't
work, some mechanics are not quite polished. Thankfully, the combat was mostly fun for me, though it was taking a long time
and I usually wanted it to end midway through, when it was clear that the combat is either lost or won.

In many high-budget games there's a strong, well-designed lore, while the actual stories get embarrassing and juvenile. Here we
have the opposite disproportion - the worldbuilding is rather obvious and uses many post-apo cliches, though displayed among
snowy hills and cold forests instead of your regular deserts, while at the same time story's structure is very strong. There are
some bits of awkward writing - I assume the writer is not a native English speaker and sometimes got lost in their thoughts. In
most RPGs you usually can talk with your crew in chunks whenever a new chapter of the story is reached, but in ICY the
characters themselves initiate most of the conversations and you can often get to know them better by seeing how they interact
with one another. Since many of the crewmembers are completely optional, I'm impressed with how much dialogue branching
had to be involved in some of the scenes. Some of the characters are a bit too simple for my taste and they tend to repeat their
motivations and background a bit too often - the greatest offender is the only black character, which often repeats things like
"you gave me a second chance despite my skin color", even though you almost never encounter any sort of racism while playing
the game. It's a bit awkward.

But you find a lot of colorful characters and you can spend time imagining how it would be to lead such a team through
desolated, unfriendly landscape. Characters argue with each other, speak against your authority, lie to one another, deal with
their past. At the beginning of your adventure you see your previous leader arguing with his undisciplined subordinates gathered
around the fire. And you have a chance to participate in this interaction in many ways. It's great foreshadowing of the things to
come, and the game allows you to experience some of the unpleasant issues that you can expect - the negative results of your
decisions, being unable to save everyone even if you try your best.

Open-world RPGs usually fail when it comes to painting a big picture, but they succeed at making memorable, small activities
and missions. ICY not only has some fun quests involving exploration and dialogues, but also works very well when it comes to
building the story from all the smaller parts. Are some things far from perfect? Sure. Does the gameplay fail at supporting the
story? Definitely. But there's a lot of good things to experience in this game and I'm happy that I played it.

Some technical details: Unlike many interactive fiction video games, ICY uses some nice sound effects and a very smart
combination of visual elements. The background images are very moody and ambient-y, just like the music is, but the clever
composition of UI menus, character portraits and additional graphics makes the game feel more crowded than it really is, even
if various pictures constantly get recycled. I'd say that the music is the main problem of the game, but it rarely annoyed me - I
just wish that it would be a little bit more memorable. I've encountered very few interface issues, such as icons in battles that
show no text when hovered, or "question marks" on the map that are so dark and tiny that it can be difficult to find them.. This
game is awesome. I don't really play 2D games but it was free to play so I installed it. I liked it so much that I wanted to pay for
this game so I went to the store to see it was available for purchase and I was willing to spend around 10-15$ on it but it was
only about 1$. The game is good. The music is good. The game doesn't have any bugs. The Hard level is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing. You can really test your reflexes here.. I have problems playing this game on my laptop
because the latency on my screen is freakin' horrible. The game is smooth and has a really good feel when I am using a low
response-time monitor. Plug in your music headphones, sit back and dance to the beat with your fingers!!
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I very much enjoyed this game and I highly recommend. I am going to go over everything that I think needs going over and
highlighting pros and cons.

Controls- The controls of this game are almost exactly like that of Subnautica, and if you have played any successful underwater
game you should have no issued moving around in the Debris environment. The FOV of this game is locked in place but I think
that it is set to an acceptable size, seeing at the entire game is underwater with a mask on.

Graphics- I think that the graphics of this game are beautiful for an underwater game in the highest settings possible and the
game makes it easy to determine which settings are best for your computer. However, even when put on these "optimal" settings
I was still not able to get above 40fps, either having a optomization issue or some other reason I think that in order to have the
graphics specified, a much beefier computer might be needed. Keeping in mind that I had a consistient 40fps throughout the
entire game, so if you aren't a freak about having max fps possible then this isn't an issue. Additionally the game still looks
appealing without being on max graphics.

Atmosphere- The atmosphere is definitely that of a horror game, and quite frankly this is done really well. The mixture of fogs,
underwater lakes, lights, darkness, and sounds all come together to give the player a sense of "void" in some areas while in
others pure claustrophobia. It allows the player to completely fall into the shoes of the main character and experience what he
and the others are going through. Even when you are just told what's happening in another tunnel.

Voice Acting- The voice acting in this game are easily my favorite because, asside from simply wandering this underwater cave
system, it drives the plot. The way things are said, the way that some characters cut eachother off is all planned to help bring the
ending together, as well as tie up potential loose ends. Additionally, the voices just sound like real people. The actors themselves
and the dialogue put infront of them is both well written and well executed.

Story- The story of this game is based on choices. There are four main choices that each playthrough provides the main
character and the descision made determines the rest of the game and how the characters get to the ending. However, the ending
is the exact same every time, so the way that you got there is different. Although the whole "what does it matter if the ending is
the same" would usually be present, such as in Mass Effect 3, that is not the case for this game. It completely changes what you
notice and everything develops and then the very end just blows it all up in your face to leave you in your chair saying
"holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665"

Replayability- I actually urge anyone who plays this game to play it through at least twice. This is because once the ending is
revealed to you, you will go back and notice things you never noticed, things that were said that you didn't hear, and noises you
heard but never understood.. Gives me diarrhea, therefore it keeps my flesh tunnel clean and makes sure there's no chunks
lodged in there for discomfort.

7\/10. lol one year and one day since we last heard from the developer.... gtx 1050ti, cant run. 10/10
. That will be one of the laziest reviews on Steam ever, but JUST. DON'T BUY. THIS. pile of garbage.. One of the best bullet-
hell shooters I've played. Kickass soundtrack and very nice visual art style. Difficult as all hell but has tons of replayability..
Whipser of a Rose is great, until you actually start playing it.

In the opening scenes, I was immediately drawn into the game. Whisper of a Rose has an immersive narrative pulling from the
real world into a fantasy one with a played out but fitting transition. Everything in the game is quite symbolic of the paralells
between the real world and the dream world you enter. Melrose is a unique character to follow around as far as RPG worlds go,
and the cast that was starting to form as I played through seemed at least not totally cheesy (but if the super powerful person
who can't control their powers! trope bothers you, red flag). Unfortunately, once the opening scenes end and you actually start
existing in the game world, the reality sets in that this not an exciting adventure, it's a typical JPRG grindquest without the
tension relievers most of them typically throw in.

I have to state before I get too far into this review, that I only played 5 hours of the gameplay. Maybe after the 5 hours I played,
the game would magically become 200% better, but I find it doubtful. It's obvious from the get-go that the game was not very
well play tested early on in the development process. If it was, the obvious feedback would have been that The areas within the
game are far too large. How often do you hear people complaining about that in an RPG game? Typically when RPGs have
large areas, when you go well off the beaten path, you are rewarded. This is something WoaR attempts to do, but fails miserably
at.
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Let me paint the picture. You are going through the dungeons with your party, spamming the attack button on small groups of
enemies because it literally takes less time to do that than to cast a spell that would kill the enemies in one hit (in addition to
your turns refilling, your spells have their own cast bar. You also have to wait for every other characters turn to end before your
spells go off). So you're going through the area, killing off the exact same enemies over and over and over and over and over
again, trying to see if the path you're traveling on is the main one or a little detour. When you get to a dead end, you see a chest.
"Ah, this isn't the right way, but maybe I'll get something cool!" you may think. But no, what you'll get is a weapon or armor
piece that literally increases a stat by one, or memory orbs. Memory orbs are the currency of the game. So imagine spending
literally 30 minutes going through a dead end path (I'm not exaggerating, the game is that poorly planned) only to end up at a
chest that gives you more of the same money that you're already frustrated of seeing... and that's it. YOu have to backtrack all
the way back to the beginning of that path and find a new one.

This is all the game is in the first 4 real hours of playing it. A mindless treck through bats to find very small upgrades or useless
money. That's it. I didn't even encounter a TOWN in the first 4 hours of gameplay. The game is a constant motion forward
through dungeons. There was one point where I found an inn, but there was nothing to do or explore there, and there were no
NPCs worth talking to (about 3 total anyways). Typically in JRPGs, towns offer a kind of tension relief their repetitive nature
can sometimes cause. It gives the player a chance to relax, plan, and become immersed in the world they are exploring. Whisper
of a rose ingnoring this convention in an otherwise convetional game becomes one of its greatest flaws.

I'm sad that I quit the game so soon into it. The environments are gorgeous and inventive, the story, while a bit cliche, is rather
interesting and makes sense with the surroundings you find yourself in... but the gameplay is just... boring. That's all there is to
it. Perhaps at some point, the game does a complete 180 and the paths becomes more linear and the combat becomes more
complex, but I personally couldn't force myself to sit through any more of it after the sidequest boss I spent an hour and a half
trying to find died in about three turns.... and then I realized I would have to backtrack all the way back to a teleporter just to get
back into the story (would probably take at least 20 minutes to do). I didn't want to hate this game, but unfortunately Whisper of
a Rose stands as a perfect example of how a great story and world can be hindered by the actual gameplay of a poorly planned
JRPG.
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